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ABSTRACT
As one of the emerging Web 2.0 activities, tagging becomes
a popular approach to manage personal media data, such as
photo albums. However, exhaustively tagging all photos in
an album is a labor-intensive and time-consuming task, and
simply entering tags for the whole album will significantly
degrade the tagging accuracy. In this paper, we propose a
smart batch tagging scheme that aims at facilitating users
in album tagging. For a given album, it selects a set of rep-
resentative exemplars for manual tagging, where the num-
ber of exemplars is dependent on the content of the photos.
Then the tags of the rest photos are automatically inferred.
In this way, the number of tagged photos is significantly re-
duced and we will show that high tagging accuracy can still
be maintained. Therefore, a good trade-off between man-
ual efforts and tagging performance can be achieved. Ex-
perimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and
usefulness of the proposed approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of digital cameras, recent years have

witnessed a rapid growth of personal photo albums. People
capture photos to record their lives and share them on the
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web. For example, Flickr [1], the earliest and the most pop-
ular photo sharing website, hosts over 200-million personal
photos.

Tagging has proved to be a successful approach to facil-
itate the management and the sharing of photos. By pro-
viding tags to describe the content of photos, many ma-
nipulations can be easily accomplished, such as indexing,
browsing and search. The most intuitive approach to gen-
erate tags is to investigate automatic tagging (or annota-
tion) techniques [2, 3, 4]. However, although encouraging
advances have been achieved in automatic tagging technol-
ogy, currently these methods can still hardly obtain satisfac-
tory performance for real-world photos that contain highly
varying content. As an example, Fig. 1(a) illustrates two
photos and the tags predicted by ALIPR, a state-of-the-art
image annotation system introduced in [2]. From the re-
sults we can see that many of the tags are incorrect. In fact,
nowadays most photo sharing websites adopt the manual
tagging approach, i.e., allowing users to manually enter tags
to describe their uploaded photos. But a problem of manual
tagging is its labor cost: a simple study in [5] shows that a
user needs 6.8 seconds to enter a tag for an image. There-
fore, exhaustively tagging all the photos in a large album
will be a labor-intensive task.
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Figure 1: (a) The tags obtained by the ALIPR sys-
tem [2] for two photos, and we can see that many of
them are inaccurate. (b) Several photos and their
tags from a personal album on Flickr. Many photos
are both visually and semantically close.

To help users accomplish tagging more efficiently, in this
work we introduce a smart batch tagging scheme which only
needs users to manually tag several selected exemplars and
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the tags of the rest photos are inferred automatically. This
approach benefits from the fact that many photos in a per-
sonal album are usually captured continuously to record one
or more events, and thus many of them are close [4], such
as the examples illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, a large
part of manual efforts may be redundant in the exhaustive
tagging manner (i.e., tagging all photos in the album). For
example, we actually only need to select and tag two photos
(such as the first and the fourth photos) in Fig. 1(b) and the
tags of the rest photos are not difficult to predict.
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Figure 2: The schematic illustration of smart batch
tagging.

Fig. 2 illustrates the schematic illustration of the proposed
batch tagging approach. There are two main components in
the scheme, i.e., exemplar selection and tag inference. Given
an album, the photos are first grouped into a set of clusters
and an exemplar is selected from each cluster. The num-
ber of clusters is dependent on the content of the photos.
Users then only need to manually tag the selected exem-
plars, and the tags of the rest photos are obtained through an
inference step. For exemplar selection, we propose a tempo-
rally consistent affinity propagation method that integrates
both visual and temporal information, and for tag infer-
ence we employ a tag propagation method. Empirical study
will demonstrate their superiority over many other meth-
ods. The scheme is able to significantly reduce human ef-
forts while maintaining highly accurate tagging results, i.e.,
it achieves a trade-off between manual efforts and tagging
performance. It can be applied in either online photo shar-
ing or desktop photo management services.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2, we provide a short review on the related work. In
Section 3 and Section 4, we introduce the adopted exemplar
selection and tag inference methods, respectively. Empirical
study is presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Extensive research efforts have been dedicated to photo

tagging. Ames et al. [6] have explored the motivation of tag-
ging on the Flickr website and they claim that most users
tag photos to make them better accessible to the general
public. Kennedy et al. [7] have evaluated the performance
of the classifiers trained with Flickr photos and the associ-
ated tags. Liu et al. [8] have proposed a method to analyze
the relevance scores of tags with respect to an image. Yan
et al. [5] propose a model that is able to predict the time
cost of manual image tagging. Tag recommendation is an
intensively studied approach to help users tag photos more
efficiently [9, 10]. By recommending a set of potentially rel-
evant keywords in the tagging process, users can directly

select the correct ones instead of entering them and it can
effectively reduce labor cost. This work adopts a different
approach to facilitate users in tagging. For an album, only
a set of selected photos are manually tagged, and the tags
of the other photos are automatically inferred. In this way,
the manual efforts can be significantly reduced and we will
demonstrate that fairly high tagging accuracy can still be
maintained.

3. EXEMPLAR SELECTION
The exemplar selection is accomplished via a temporally

consistent affinity propagation method. We first introduce
Affinity Propagation (AP) [11]. It is a similarity measure-
based clustering algorithm that is able to group a given set
of samples into several clusters as well as select an exemplar
from each cluster.

Given a set of n samples X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, the algo-
rithm propagates two kinds of information among the sam-
ples: the “responsibility” r(xi, xk) sent from xi to xk, which
reflects how well xk serves as the exemplar of xi consider-
ing other potential exemplars for xi, and the “availability”
a(xi, xk) sent from xk to xi, which indicates how appropri-
ate xi chooses xk as its exemplar considering other potential
samples that may choose xk as their exemplar. The algo-
rithm then works by iterating

r(xi, xk) = s(xi, xk)− max
k′ 6=k

{a(xi, xk′ ) + s(xi, xk′ )} (1)

a(xi, xk) =





min{0, r(xk, xk) +
∑

i′ /∈{i,k}max{0, r(xi′ , xk)}}
if i 6= k∑

i′ 6=k max{0, r(xi′ , xk)} otherwise

(2)

where s(xi, xk) denotes the similarity between xi and xk

which will be formulated in Eq. 5.
After convergence, the exemplar e(xi) is decided as xk

where
k∗ = arg max

k
{a(xi, xk) + r(xi, xk)} (3)

Denote by e(x) the exemplar of x, then it can be proved
that AP actually maximizes the sum of similarities between
each sample and its exemplar [11], i.e.,

S(X, E) =
n∑

i=1

s(xi, e(xi)) (4)

We choose AP in our smart batch tagging task due to its
advantages in the following aspects:

• It simultaneously accomplishes the clustering of sam-
ples and the selection of exemplars. Several other
methods, such as k-means and spectral clustering, merely
cluster samples and the centroids of clusters may not
be real samples.

• It is able to automatically determine the number of
clusters, and this is particularly advantageous for the
batch tagging task. For example, it is able to select
more exemplars for albums that contain significantly
varied photos, and contrarily select fewer exemplars
for the albums that are less diverse.

Most existing works model the similarity of two images
based on their visual features [12, 13]. However, time is an
important information clue for personal photos [14]. Since
the photos in an album are captured by the same person,
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two photos that are temporally close will have high proba-
bility to record an identical scene or event. Therefore, we
integrate the visual and temporal information to compute
the similarities of photos. More specifically, the similarity
between photos xi and xj is estimated as

s(xi, xj) = αexp(−‖vi − vj‖2
σ2

v

) + (1− α)exp(−‖ti − tj‖2
σ2

t

) (5)

where vi and ti indicate the visual feature vector and times-
tamp of photo xi respectively, and α is a weight factor be-
tween 0 and 1. AP is performed with this similarity mea-
sure, and we name this method temporally consistent AP
since the selected exemplars will be not only visually repre-
sentative but also cover widely and diversely in time.

4. TAG INFERENCE
After manually tagging the selected exemplars, the next

step is to infer the tags of the rest photos. Denote by
Ω = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} the set of appeared unique tags for
the photo album. Denote by y(xi) the tag membership
vector for photo xi, in which the k-th entry indicates the
membership of tag tk to the photo, i.e., yk(xi) = 1 if tk

is relevant to xi and otherwise yk(xi) = −1. Specifically,
y(xi) corresponding to exemplars are available according to
user provided tags and our task is to estimate y(xi) for the
other photos. The most intuitive approach is to directly
assign the tags of each exemplar to the whole cluster, i.e.,
y(xi) = y(e(xi)) (we name it naive tag assignment). How-
ever, this method heavily relies on the performance of clus-
tering and it neglects the different distances of photos to
exemplars. Therefore, here we adopt a tag propagation
method, which is closely related to a graph-based semi-
supervised learning approach [15]. The method works by
iteratively propagating the tags of each photo to others and
clamping the tags of exemplars. The process is illustrated
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Propagation Algorithm

Input: Similarity matrix W , diagonal matrix D with Dii =
∑

jWij .
Output: Y .

1. Initialize the tag membership matrix Y .
2. Update matrix Y = D−1W Y .
3. Clamp the tags of exemplars, i.e., let yi = y(xi) if xi is an
exemplar, where yi is the i-th row of Y .
4. Repeat from step 2 until Y converges.

The process will converge to the solution of the following
optimization problem [15].

minimize

n∑

i,j=1

Wij‖yi − yj‖2

s.t.yi = y(xi) if xi is an exemplar.

(6)

Here we also adopt the similarity measure that explores
both visual and temporal information (see Eq. 5), i.e., Wij =
s(xi, xj). Based on the estimated Y , we can easily ob-
tain the binary tag membership by setting a threshold, i.e.,
yk(xi) = 1 if the k-th entry in y(xi) is above 0, and other-
wise yk(xi) = 0.

5. EMPIRICAL STUDY
5.1 Dataset and Feature Extraction

We conduct experiments with 10 different personal albums
that are collected from Flickr. These photos are captured

at different locations around the world and contain diverse
content, including the records of cityscape, landscape, wide
life, etc. Table 1 illustrates the number of photos in these
albums. There are 4, 576 photos in total.

Album Photo Num. Examplar Num. %

Bombay 719 56 7.79
China 500 28 5.60
Korea 493 41 8.32

LongExposure 185 17 9.19
Manasquan 333 26 7.81

Nature 183 12 6.56
NewBook 157 19 12.10
Sunrise 286 21 7.34

Thailand 500 34 6.80
Wildlife 1, 221 83 6.80
Average 458 34 7.42

Table 1: The numbers of photos and the selected
exemplars for each album.

Many of the photos are with very high resolution. To
speed up feature extraction, we scale the width of each
photo to 240 pixels and then extract the following features:
(1)225-dimensional block-wise color moment features gen-
erated from 5-by-5 fixed partition of the image; (2)128-
dimensional wavelet texture features.

5.2 Empirical Results
We compare the following exemplar selection methods:

• Temporally consistent AP. The parameter σv is empir-
ically set to the median value of the pairwise Euclidean
distances of all samples and the parameter σt is em-
pirically set to 1 hour (see Eq. 5). The parameter α is
simply set to 0.5.

• AP, i.e., we employ the similarity estimated with only
visual features.

• K-means clustering. For each cluster, the sample that
is closest to the mean is selected as exemplar.

• Spectral clustering [16]. For each cluster, the sample
that is closest to the mean is selected as exemplar.

In the last three methods, we set the number of clusters to
be the same with the temporal consistent AP method (for
AP method, we can tune the diagonal components of the
similarity matrix to change the number of clusters [11]).

For tag inference, we compare two strategies, i.e., the
naive tag assignment and tag propagation. Therefore, we
will compare eight methods in all. The ground truths of the
photos are established by ten volunteers as follows: for each
album, the photos are exhaustively tagged by a volunteer.
In this way, there are 6.93 ground truth tags associated with
each photo in average.

For each photo, we estimate the precision, recall and F1-
score measurements of the tags after performing the batch
tagging approach. We average the F1-scores of all images
and it is adopted as the performance evaluation measure of
this work. Table 2 illustrates the performance comparison.
From the results we can see that the AP method outper-
forms the K-means and spectral clustering methods with
either naive tag assignment or tag propagation. In addition,
the best result is obtained by the temporally consistent AP
together with tag propagation, and this indicates the effec-
tiveness of tag propagation and the integration of temporal
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Method Ave. F1-Score

Temporal Consistency AP+Tag Propagation 0.7252
AP+Tag Propagation 0.6604
K-Means+Tag Propagation 0.6244
Spectral Clustering+Tag Propagation 0.6494
Temporal Consistency AP+Naive Tag Assignment 0.6672
AP+Naive Tag Assignment 0.6374
K-Means+Naive Tag Assignment 0.5798
Spectral Clustering+Naive Tag Assignment 0.6227

Table 2: Performance comparison of different tag-
ging methods.

information. Fig. 3 illustrates the detailed results, including
average precision, average recall and average F1-score mea-
surements for each album. The numbers of the selected ex-
emplars are illustrated in Table 1. Comparing them with the
sizes of the albums, the exemplars occupy only a very small
portion (7.42% in average). Thus the smart batch tagging
approach significantly reduces the human efforts in compar-
ison with the exhaustive tagging, and fairly high tagging
accuracy can still be maintained (average F1-score: 0.73).

For comparison, we also ask the volunteers to implement
the naive batch tagging approach for each album, i.e., en-
tering a set of tags for the whole album. Although this
approach needs the least labor cost, the tagging accuracy
is too low to be acceptable (the average F1-score is merely
0.45).

We have also conducted a user study with the ten vol-
unteer users. They are asked to compare the smart batch
tagging, exhaustive tagging and naive batch tagging schemes
after experiencing all of them (we developed a tool that can
support all the three schemes). Here we neglect the detailed
numerical results due to the limitation of space, but the
study results clearly indicate the superiority of the smart
batch tagging scheme, and the ANOVA test shows that the
difference is statistically significant.
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Figure 3: The performance evaluation measure-
ments of smart batch tagging results.

5.3 Computational Cost
The computational cost of the batch tagging approach

consists of the following four parts: (1) feature extraction;
(2) similarity estimation; (3) temporally consistent AP-based
exemplar selection; and (4) tag propagation.

In our practice, it costs about 0.062 second to extract
features from each photo. For an album, the similarity es-
timation, exemplar selection and tag propagation averagely
cost 1.7, 8.5 and 2.1 seconds, respectively. All these time
costs are recorded on a PC with Pentium 3.40G CPU and
1G memory. We can see that the costs are fairly low and
our user study results demonstrate that they are tolerable
(in fact these time costs will be much less than the procedure

of uploading photos if we apply the tool on photo sharing
websites, and the feature extraction and similarity estima-
tion can be implemented during the uploading process).

6. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a batch tagging tool that aims at

helping users tag personal albums more efficiently. Instead
of exhaustively tagging all photos or assigning tags to a
whole album, the proposed approach automatically selects a
set of representative exemplars from the album for manual
tagging and the tags of the rest photos are automatically
inferred. Empirical results on multiple albums have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

There are several future works along this direction. One is
to explore richer information sources that photos may con-
tain, such as GPS coordinates [14]. Another work is to inte-
grate tag recommendation to further facilitate the tagging
process.
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